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Founded on a passion for artistry and exceptional quality, we’ve been handcrafting 
beautiful kitchens since 1986. Each Mereway Kitchen is created in the UK using traditional 
materials and methods, and we are confident that you’ll be truly inspired by our attention 
to detail. Be enchanted by our kitchens that embodies British quality craftsmanship at its 

very best and discover the Mereway difference.

In-Frame
In-Frame is the ultimate in luxury kitchens. Mereway In-Frame kitchens are handmade and 
each piece sits within an elegant but robust frame, using only the finest quality materials 
and traditional craftmanship to create a styling that is simple yet elegant. Personalise with 

a carefully selected colour palette of hand painted finishes to create a timeless design.

We’re sure that you will find the perfect kitchen here.
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Bob Norris is a Co-Founder of Mereway Kitchens, which began back in 1986 with his father Len and brother 
Richard Norris. They were the first kitchen manufacturer to introduce colour co-ordinated interior cabinetry, 
considered novel at the time, this is now accepted as one of the hallmarks of quality fitted furniture.

Bob decided to update his original Mereway Kitchen, not due to defects within the furniture, but in an 
attempt to bring his kitchen back up to date some 20 years later, Bob explains how developing a new range 
for In-Frame Signature was the kitchen for his own personal home.

It was inspired by our love for the traditional setting, when staying in period hotels and the feeling of 
opulence within every room, understanding how we could recreate this with our kitchen flirted around the 
minimalisation of imperfections. Signature reassured our confidence in this characteristic, such as removing 
hairline cracks commonly associated with smooth painted finishes. The contrasting tones of greys adds a 
layer of contemporary design, but extensive options available within Mereway’s colour palette allowed us to 
create the perfect combination and created focal points such as the island.

I wanted my kitchen to stand the test of time and be durable enough for day to day living over the next 20 
years, which the innovative use of one-piece cabinetry/framing would ensure to be true. From the kitchen 
design to installation, the intensive amount of craftsmanship and attention to detail continued to reaffirm 
what I knew would be the perfect fit for my wife and I’s beloved home.

Signature allowed us to embrace modern heritage in our kitchen space, with a practical design to create 
special moments in the future.

Bob & Jan
Bob is a Co-Founder of Mereway Kitchens
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The nature of our kitchen layout has been centred around our day-to-day lifestyle to create a bespoke 
experience for Jan and I, flowing in an efficient circle around the feature island, entertaining pantry and 
ever important fridge freezer. Our lifestyle opens our home as a frequent entertaining space, especially in 
the summer which is where we wanted our kitchen to become enchanting making the most of the warmer 
weather. The addition of new bifold doors opening our space into the garden provided a natural access to 
the terrace from our newly created bar/drinks area, aligning our kitchen space perfectly to our social lives. 
The understated nature of our Signature Kitchen is what makes it so special to us behind the door, with 
quality lying deeper than surface level.

The hidden details that Mereway include as standard, such as the soft closing doors and increased support 
for pantry doors, retains the level of detail and value throughout the furniture. Overall, we have found 
our new Mereway In-Frame kitchen to be an echo of a timeless look with a beautiful contemporary feel 
throughout our home that we look forward to spending our time in with friends and family.

Choices:
Door Design: Signature.

Door Colours: Light Grey & Diamond Grey.

“Signature allowed 
us to embrace 

modern heritage in 
our kitchen space.”

As seen in Ideal Home magazine.
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Modern Classic
Blue Grey & Lavender

Modern Classic  |  Blue Grey & Lavender

This large kitchen is situated in a new, barn-style extension, with tall vaulted ceilings and expansive 
glazing. The colour palette offers a stylish colour combination that will stand the test of time. Brass 

fixings and handles give a cool, current edge. 
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Modern Classic  |  Blue Grey & Lavender 1 11 0



Signature
Cashmere

This clean and crisp kitchen uses neutral tones, that provides a fantastic open living space. The windows and 
patio doors allows vast amounts of natural light, to really make this kitchen the heart of the home.

Signature  |  Cashmere 1 31 2



Signature  |  Cashmere1 4 1 5



Classic Shaker
Teal Mist & White

A sizeable kitchen that’s the heart of the home in this large extension, beautifully embracing 
Teal Mist, a collaboration between ourselves and Ideal Home. The architecture blends the mix 
of a contemporary build along with strong period details such as the Georgian style window 
to match the rest of the house. The main feature to the room is the large detailed skylight that 

enhances the contrasting kitchen finishes.

The decor in this space is classic, refined with an overall warm and welcoming feel, along with 
wooden flooring throughout to add extra warmth to the area. The granite worktop gives the 

kitchen a sophisticated edge that works well with period details.

Classic Shaker  |  Teal Mist & White 1 71 6



Classic Shaker  |  Teal Mist & White 1 91 8



Modern Classic
Castle Grey & Light Grey

This understated classical design, creates a true open plan living space for all the family. The working island is 
complemented with additional seating that allows for easy entertaining, whilst the feature tall glazed units 

act as a key focal point to the space.

Modern Classic  |  Castle Grey & Light Grey 2 12 0



Modern Classic  |  Castle Grey & Light Grey2 2 2 3



Signature
Indigo Blue & Meadow Green

Structured, linear crittall windows are combined with a sleek colour palette, which introduces a contemporary 
edge to this shaker kitchen. Glazed wall units together with a pantry larder & laundry room, provide plenty 
of storage solutions for a sense of practicality and beauty. White ceramics and natural textures are placed 

around the kitchen to re-establish that In-Frame look. 

Signature  |  Indigo Blue & Meadow Green 2 52 4



Signature  |  Indigo Blue & Meadow Green2 6 2 7



Classic Shaker
Dusk Blue & Orchid

The versatility of the colour palette allows more personality to be added, letting the kitchen come to life with 
this traditional In-Frame Shaker. The ornate feature mantel and practical storage on the island, allows this 

period property to really become the focal point of the home.

Classic Shaker  |  Dusk Blue & Orchid 2 92 8



Classic Shaker  |  Dusk BLue & Orchid 3 13 0



Signature
Cashmere & Fuschia

This is a modern town house with a contemporary, contrasting colour palette. The on trend torrazzo flooring 
in a silver grey swoops throughout the whole space with a light grey wall, keeping the room feeling luxurious 
and spacious. There is a bay window that has been transformed into a comfortable window seat to make 

more use of the natural light and to add extra comfort. 

Signature  |  Cashmere & Fuschia 3 33 2



Signature  |  Cashmere & Fuschia 3 53 4



Modern Classic Media  |  Midnight Green 3 73 6



This beautiful Manor Farm home manages to capitalise on all the natural light in such a stylish way, providing 
lighting throughout the kitchen space. The feature island is painted in a contemporary Midnight Green and  
complemented by Taupe Grey which ties perfectly to a traditional setting, including the wooden accent features 
and the impressive bespoke mantel. Opening this space up has created a light, airy flow all the way from the 

kitchen and into the garden, creating an enviable In-Frame kitchen that’s inspired by its natural surroundings.

Signature
Midnight Grey & Taupe Grey

Signature  |  Midnight Green & Taupe Grey 3 93 8



Signature  |  Midnight Green & Taupe Grey 4 14 0



Signature
Diamond Grey

A sophisticated take on the In-Frame door which is brought right on trend using a dark monochrome 
colour. The kitchen is set within a loft penthouse that has kept the stunnung industrial features such as high 
ceilings with crittall style doors. The kitchen doors are painted in Diamond Grey to keep a clean look and the 

contrasting white worktop complements the overall style beautifully. 

Signature  |  Diamond Grey 4 34 2



Signature  |  Diamond Grey 4 54 4



Classic Shaker
Midnight Green & Natural Oak

Embracing the natural woodgrain finishes into an In-Frame kitchen that subtly nods to the original heritage 
and integrity that this style of kitchen is built upon. Pairing this kitchen with a natural colour infuses the 
design with an innovative ambience, whilst upholding the traditional design we have loved for so many 
years. This wonderful kitchen includes a variety of different storage and design features that keeps an 

impressive view at every angle.

Classic Shaker  |  Midnight Green & Natural Oak 4 74 6



Classic Shaker  |  Midnight Green & Natural Oak 4 94 8



Expanding the versatility of a traditional kitchen space allows this room to cater for different needs at 
different times. This Signature project aesthetically takes a pantry unit and transforms it into a workspace, 
which can be seamlessly hidden away at the end of the day. These bespoke features enhance the practicality 
and push the limits of a standard kitchen. Partnering this with exciting colours on a Ready-to-Paint door 

allows you to achieve the colour finishes that suits your personal preference. 

Signature
Supplied as ‘Ready-to-Paint’ in Raddachio & Manor House Grey

Signature  |  Ready-to-Paint 5 15 0



Classic Shaker
Blossom & Burgundy

Exploring with the deeper colours adds character and personality to this kitchen, providing it with a refined 
identity. Stepping away from traditional colours, the Blossom and Burgundy blend takes this traditional In-
Frame kitchen into a clarified, yet exciting living space. The colours provide a statement in design, whilst 

upholding a muted natural looking finish.

Classic Shaker  |  Blossom & Burgundy 5 35 2



Classic Shaker  |  Blossom & Burgundy 5 55 4



Modern Classic
Hunter Green & Taupe Grey

The soft toned Taupe Grey finish exudes a contemporary feel in this beautiful open space, creating a light 
and airy family home. The island in a complementary finish is optimised for entertaining and positioned 
perfectly central to enhance the floor plan for the perfect flowing working triangle. The glass display units add 

a transparent element alluding to a larger kitchen space, with an overall symmetrical aesthetic. 

Modern Classic  |  Hunter Green & Taupe Grey 5 75 6



Modern Classic  |  Hunter Green & Taupe Grey 5 95 8



From the minimalistic contemporary In-Frame kitchen to the exquisite two-tone colour scheme with feature 
tapered end panels and open shelves, this kitchen reveals the changeability of a bespoke kitchen. A full-scale 

mirrored splashback ensures the kitchen feels bright and spacious.

Modern Classic
Diamond Grey & Light Grey

Modern Classic  |  Diamond Grey & Light Grey6 0 6 1



Classic Shaker
Hunter Green

Allowing natural light to access the kitchen from all angles brings the bold colour to life. Opting for a 
natural feeling Hunter Green complements an In-Frame door exceptionally, with the depth and clarity 

of the attention to detail. 

Classic Shaker  |  Hunter Green 6 36 2



Classic Shaker  |  Hunter Green 6 56 4



Signature
Dusty Rose & Light Grey

This Dusty Rose and Light Grey kitchen sits inside a modern extension that uses light that comes in from 
the crittall patio doors behind the dining room. A rich herringbone floor runs throughout the space, making 
the extension feel continuous and by blending into the existing building. A marble worktop sits on both the 

island and the back run, giving life to the smooth In-Frame kitchen. 

Signature  |  Dusty Rose & Light Grey 6 76 6



Signature  |  Light Grey & Dusty Rose 6 96 8



Great British Craftsmanship 

We pride ourselves on being able to achieve excellence, by making sure we source the finest materials and 
using the traditional, tried and tested processes. Doors and cabinets are handmade and sanded numerous 
times to ensure the perfect finish. Every single piece of your kitchen is given the same, detailed attention it 

deserves and embodies the quality British craftsmanship at its very best.

7 17 0



Finding the best finish

White Ivory Cashmere Taupe Grey Pebble Grey Light Grey

Cadet Grey Dust Grey Diamond Grey Blue Grey Slate Denim

Dusk Blue Indigo Blue Sea Green Meadow Green Teal Mist Midnight Green

Hunter Green Black Blossom Dusty Rose Lavender Orchid

Fuchsia Burgundy

The selection of 26 hand painted colours have been chosen carefully to complement each other.

Bring your kitchen to life by using the subtle neutral colours such as Cashmere and Light Grey and then by 
adding dramatic contrasts like Dusk Blue and Fuchsia. Be striking and bold or calm and peaceful, but be 

confident that you will get the perfect result to last for many years to come.

7 2 7 3



Guaranteed quality

Environment

All our kitchens are made to fulfil your individual preference, and are manufactured to the 
very highest of standards. Our quality drawer boxes are fully extendable allowing unrestricted 
access to the contents, and our ‘soft close’ system cushions both doors and drawers protecting 
fingers, cabinets and contents. We’re so confident of the quality of what we produce, we give a 

huge 25 year guarantee on all our cabinets and drawer boxes.

We recognise that we have a vital role in helping to protect the local and global environment 
and are proud to use a wide range of sustainable products throughout the production process. 
These include timbers that have been FSC certified, Pan European approved, or have originated 

from managed forests.

As our commitment to giving back to our planet, we actively support Trees for Life and continually 
offset by planting trees to support the environment. Trees For Life are a charity that plant trees 
in the Scottish Highlands supporting wildlife and removing CO2 from the atmosphere to help 

combat climate change.

25 YEAR GUARANTEE

7 57 4



Buying a new kitchen is a significant investment and choosing the right one for you is a big 

decision, but at Mereway we’re here to help. Our carefully curated independent retailers 

are on hand to guide you every step of the way. They will guide your kitchen project for you 

and ensure all your needs, storage solutions and style preferences are catered for, creating a 

truly bespoke solution; including cabinets, doors, lighting, worksurfaces, flooring, appliances, 

handles and of course the kitchen sink! 

Find your nearest showroom on our website and book a visit to experience the beauty of a 

Mereway kitchen first hand. Feel the quality of our craftsmanship, fall in love with our colour 

palette and speak to expert designers. 

To arrange an appointment, please visit WWW.MEREWAY.CO.UK or call 0800 028 4466. 

Welcome to the Mereway family, where you will enjoy your new kitchen for many years to come.

Now you’re 
inspired…

7 6 7 7



Please note: Due to photographic & printing processes some colours may not be a true representation of the product. Please see sample for actual colour. 

We reserve the right to make changes to design and specifications without prior notice. The images may show optional accessories which do not form part of the standard specification. 
Colour reproduction: We take great care in the photography of products illustrated, however due to variables in the photographic and printing processes, colours may vary from actual product. 

All copyright is reserved. Any person or company reproducing the same in part or whole, without permission will be liable to prosecution.

B E A U T I F U L L Y  C R A F T E D  E L E G A N C E
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7 97 8




